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Abstract
One of the most Interesting natural phenomena is clouds that have
a very strong effect on the climate, weather and the earth's energy
balance. Also clouds consider the key regulator for the average
temperature of the plant. In this research monitoring and studying the
cloud cover to know the clouds types and whether they are rainy or
not rainy using visible and infrared satellite images. In order to
interpret and know the types of the clouds visually without using any
techniques, by comparing between the brightness and the shape of
clouds in the same area for both the visible and infrared satellite
images, where the differences in the contrasts of visible image are the
albedo differences, while in the infrared images is the temperature
differences. The data are taken by (MODIS), (GOES) and
(METEOSAT) because these satellites are forecasting in a near
lifetime data. The case studied in 24/12/2016 over the area of Iraq.
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كشف وتفسير انىاع الغيىم باستخدام صىر األقمار الصناعية المرئية والحرارية
2

 و مصطفى جمال شهباز1نىال خلف غسال

 جايعت بغذاد, كهيت انعهوو,قسن الخحسس الٌائي1
 جاهؼت بغذاد, كليت الؼلىم,قسن الفيشياء2
الخالصة
. الطقس و حىاسى طاقت االرض,حؼخبز الغيىم واحذة هي اهن الظىاهز الطبيؼيت الخي لها حأثيز كبيز ػلى الوٌاخ
 في هذا البحث حن هزاقبت و دراست الغطاء الغيوي.كذلك حؼخبز الغيىم هي هفخاح لخٌظين درجاث حزارة االرض
 يٍ أجم تفسيز.لوؼزفت اًىاع الغيىم سىاء كاًج هوطزة ام غيز هوطزة باسخخذام صىر فضائيت هزئيت وحزاريت
 يٍ خالل انًقارَت بيٍ شكم وسطوع انغيوو نُفس,ويعزفت اَواع انغيوو بصزيا بذوٌ استخذاو اي تقُياث
بيًُا,  حيث اٌ االختالف بتبايٍ نوٌ انغيوو في انصورِ انًزئيت يعطي انفزق بانسطوع,انًساحت لكال الصىرحيي
 وMETEOSAT  وMODIS  تى اخذ بياَاث االقًار.انصور انحزاريت تعطي االختالف بحزارة انغيوو
.2011212416  وكاٌ يوقع انذراست هو انعزاق في. حيث اٌ هذِ االقًار تزودَا ببياَاث شبت يباشزة,GOES
.MODIS اخيزا حن هقارًت الٌخائج هغ بياًاث حقٌياث القوز الصٌاػي
determinants of the climate system,
clouds formed when humid air cooled
and temperature dropped below its dew
point then the water vapor will
condense, this Cooling occurs when
the air rise to the atmosphere The
vapor becomes small water droplets
cloud is formed. Clouds are moving

Introduction
Clouds cover is the amount of
clouds that cover the Planetarium, its
play an important role in cooling the
atmosphere because it reflect the solar
radiation and the temperature back to
the space and it’s the source of rain
and snow, so it's one of the important
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horizontally and vertically, they don’t
remain in place where they formed
because of the movement of air masses
and the direction of wind, which carry
the clouds from high pressure to low
pressure regions, [1]. Clouds and cloud
cover measured by octas unit
(1/8 octas), [2], the clouds cover
measured either by ground stations or
by satellites, satellite can be considered
the best way to estimate the cloud
cover, taking images for the cloud
cover by infrared, visible and water
vapor radiation and then sent it to the
ground stations for analyses, [3]. In
this research used terra satellite, its
NASA scientific research satellite, this
satellite cares five sensors, the most
important
sensor
is
MODIS
(Moderate
Resolution
Imaging
Spectroradiometer),
A
36-band
Spectroradiometer measuring visible
and infrared radiation (0.4–14.5 μm
with spatial resolutions of (250 m,
500 m, 1 km at nadir) for derivation of
products ranging from land vegetation
and ocean chlorophyll fluorescence to
cloud and aerosol properties, fire
occurrence, snow cover on land, and
sea ice in the oceans. GOES
satellite (Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite) it's an

American weather satellite, GOES is
an Imager that has five spectral bands.
One band is in the visible part of the
electro-magnetic
satellite spectrum
that senses reflected energy while the
other four bands capture emitted or
infrared energy from the earth.
METEOSAT
satellite
is
a
geostationary satellite provides visible
and infrared images, the first
generation of this satellite is
meteosat 7, and it is used mainly for
weather forecasting.
Data used
a. TERRA MODIS visible and infrared
bands (0.4–14.5 μm) with spatial
resolutions for visible images are 1km
at nadir.
b. GOES visible, infrared and water
vapor bands (0.63- 13.3 μm) with low
spatial resolution of 4 km at nadir.
c. METEOSAT 7 visible bands (0.45 –
1 µm) with 2.5 km resolution, thermal
bands (10.5-12.5 µm) with 5 km
resolution, water vapor bands (5.77.1 µm) with 5 km resolutions.
Methodology of work
1. Types of clouds

Table 1: The classification of clouds [3].
Cloud type
Classification
High level cloud
Ci
Stratiform
High level cloud
clouds
Middle level cloud
Cm
Middle level cloud
Stratus/fog
St
Low level clouds
Stratocumulus
Sc
Cumulus
Cu Convective
clouds
Cumulus
congestus
Cg
Cumulonimbus
Cb

Cloud type classification by satellite
imagery, these cloud types are
characterized as stratiform clouds (Ci,
Cm, St) or convective clouds (Cb, Cg,
and Cu) and the cloud type of Sc has
an intermediate character between
stratiform and convective clouds.

2. Clouds classification with heights

at troposphere
Meteorology can be divided clouds
into 4 families, which are at different
heights of the troposphere: High level
clouds (altitudes of 5-13 km), medium
level clouds (2-7 km), low level clouds
124
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(0-2 km) and clouds with large vertical
extending (0-13 km) [4].

which lets the sun shine through only a
little [8].

These clouds families are divided
into 10 cloud genus
a. Low level clouds at heights of (02)km
1-Stratus (st) Made up of very finewater drops occur in the form of rain
or spray often depending on the
thickness rainfall and seem to form a
single layer with a gray base and low
clouds are formed by cooling the lower
part of the atmosphere as it is often
made up of fog rising from the earth's
surface [9].
2- Stratocumulus (sc) Cloud plaices,
rollers or banks compound dark gray
layer cloud. Accompanied by various
rainfall intensity and sometimes
snowing, formed in many cases from
cumulus clouds or cumulonimbus
clouds [6].

c. High level clouds at heights of 513km
5-Cirrus (ci) fibrous, threadlike, white
feather clouds of ice crystals, whose
form resembles hair curls [5].
6- Cirrocumulus (Cc) Fleecy cloud;
Cloud banks of small, white flakes [6].
Formed when saturated air rise by high
barrier terrains.
7- cirrostratus Cs Milky, translucent
cloud veil of ice crystals, which
sometimes causes halo appearances
around the moon and the sun [6].
d. Clouds with large vertical
extending at heights of 0-13 km
8- Cumulus (Cu) Heap cloud with flat
basis in the middle or lower level,
whose vertical development reminds of
the form of towers, cauliflower or
cotton [7].
9- Cumulonimbus (Cb) in the middle
or
lower
level,
developing
thundercloud, which mostly up-rises
into the upper level, its rainy (shower)
clouds [3].
10- Nimbostratus (Ns) Rainy cloud.
Grey, dark layer cloud, indistinct
outlines [3].

b. Medium level clouds at heights of
2-7 km
3- Altocumulus Ac Gray clouds
bundles, sheds or rollers, compound
like rough fleecy clouds, which are
often arranged in banks, shaped by air
turbulence or vertical load currents [6].
4- Altostratus as Dense and gray layer
cloud, often evenly and opaquely,

Fig.1: Represents the shapes of clouds as seen from ground, the sequence of images
managed, as in the above explanation for the types of clouds [6].

The clouds as they seen from
satellite are classified into high,
medium and low level cloud.
Therefore, it is based on cloud top
height, while for meteorological
observation is depending on clouds
base height, so, for cloud top height,
the high level (Ci, Cs, Cc) are 400 hPa

and above, the middle level (As, Ac)
are 400 to 600 hpa while low levels
(St, Sc, Ns) 600 hpa or less. In general,
Cg and Cb are not included in such
classifications. While Cb, Cg not
included in such classification, show
Table 2.
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Table 2: The heights and types of clouds [6].

for snow the albedo is much higher.
The albedo cloud is high and depends
on the thickness of it (type of cloud),
so the albedo for thin cirrus is low.
Most of weather satellite the visible
images are black and weight (gray
scale images), and for other satellites
its true color images (multispectral
images), show Table 3 and Fig. 2.

3. Detect clouds by visible and
infrared satellite images method
3.1 Detect clouds by visible satellite
images
The visible satellite image depends
on how much sunlight reflects from the
earth and the clouds back again into
space. This reflected sunlight from the
ground called albedo which has the
land range from 10% to 30 %, except

Table 3: The albedo for different surface type [6].
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Fig. 2: Terra Modis satellite images (white and black, visible).

The visible satellite imagery is a
high resolution image. This help us to
see small-scale clouds features that aid
the cloud identification like the
brightness and the texture, or whether
they are smooth or fibrous also the
edge of clouds like fuzzy or sharp and
the size, individual shapes, and the
patterns such as linear or banded,
circular or cellular.
The visible images representative of
how much sunlight reflects from the
surface of the earth and clouds back to
the space. Thick clouds have a high
albedo and show up brighter in the
satellite images, also thin cirrus clouds
have low albedos and are usually semitransparent to sunlight. While the
clouds of free land and water surface
will be dark, in that way convective
clouds look brighter than stratiform
clouds because it is thicker and contain
more water droplets. In other words the
clouds with lower level look brighter

than high level clouds that helps to
determine cloud types and their
altitude besides many cloud features.
however visible satellite images unable
to determine the temperature of clouds,
so clouds determination whether they
are rainy or not, is not applicable, and
in some cases cirrus clouds are thin so
the middle and low clouds can
underlying it, so it may be seen
through.
The reflection from
underlying clouds is added and cirrus
clouds will look brighter. Also Visible
images can only be made during
sunlight hours, because it depend on
the sunlight reflection from the clouds
and surface of the earth, show Figs. 3
and 4.
Thin clouds
Thick, dense clouds

gray
bright white

a
b
Fig.3: a) GEOS satellite image. b) MODIS true color visible satellite image in Baghdad.
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Fig. 4: Goes visible satellite images taken over Iraq in 18/12/2016 at 17:15, 17:30 and
17:45 pm.

features like fronts and showing
clouds, thus, stratiform clouds are
brighter than convective clouds, the
infrared images can view 24 hour a
day, but also low clouds have the same
temperature of the ground this will
make it less discernible especially fog,
that is way the visible images used to
detect fog because of its show the
sharp edge of fog because of terrain,
show Figs. 5, 6, 7.

3.2 Detect clouds by infrared
satellite
images
(Estimating
temperature)
These images are heat based
radiation from the infrared spectrum
when surface is warm, it will emits
more infrared radiations. For the
satellite images, the cold surface seems
bright and warm surface appears dark.
Since the atmosphere cools as the
altitude increase, high clouds will
show up white and low clouds will be
grayer, this will allow knowing the
temperature. For cloud lighter areas of
cloud show where the cloud tops are
cooler and therefore where weather

a

- Bright white  very cold temperatures
high clouds
- Black  very warm temperatures low
clouds or surface

b

c

Fig. 5: a. Visible terra Modis satellite image over Iraq in 13/12/2016, b. infrared satellite
image taken by goes satellite, c. Modis cloud top temperature mask band (31, 32).
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Fig. 6: The difference between visible and infrared satellite image in detecting fog taken by
goes 4 km resolution.

Fig. 7: Fog over Baghdad in 17/12/2015 detect by terra MODIS satellite as can be seen fog
take the shape of terrain.

don’t give information about clouds
but about how much water vapor in
high levels. The most useful
information from the water vapor
images is location of storms and jet
streams, also the high clouds. In water
vapor satellite images, dark colors
represent dry regions, while bright
color represent high moisture regions,
show Fig. 8.

4. Detect clouds by water vapor
images
This imagery represents a special
kind of infrared measurement which
measures the temperature of clouds
and water vapor in a layer of the
atmosphere about 6-10 km above the
surface, such imagery highlights the
presence of water vapor in the upper
level of the atmosphere, this indicate
the presence of moisture, this images

Fig. 8: Water vapor satellite image for Iraq in 24/12/2016, the dark color represent no
moisture and bright color represent the region of high moisture.
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images to identify the cloud types and
whether they are rainy or not. Table 4
below will help to determine the
various types of clouds.

5. Infrared images and visible
images
The best information is gained by
using both the infrared and visible

Table 4: Identify the cloud types from color both visible and infrared satellite images.
IR IMAGE
VISIBLE IMAGE
POSSIBLE CLOUD TYPE
IF CLOUDS ARE
AND IF CLOUDS
APPEAR
cold

THICK(WHITE)

Cb OR Nimbostratus

cold

Thin (gray)

cirrus

warm

Thick(white)

Low stratus, fog

warm

Thin(gray)

Cumulus, stratocumulus

a

b

Fig. 9: a) Represent the brightness and darkness of clouds that appears in visible and
infrared satellite images. b) represent which clouds are rainy [6].
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Interpretation study area clouds

a

b

c
Fig. 10: a) Grayscale visible goes satellite image, b): grayscale visible METEOSAT satellite
image, c): true color terra MODIS visible satellite image.

a

b

Fig. 11: a) Infrared meteosat satellite image, b): Infrared goes satellite image.
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The Cb (cumulonimbus) type of
cloud is located at the cloud area 1
over Baghdad by the visible image
which it looks thick and bright white
and a wide band of cloud, on the

infrared image its looks bright white.
As can be seen from the weather
forecast for Baghdad in 24/12/2016,
show Table 5.

Table 5: Surface weather forecast for Baghdad.
Local Time 12:00 GMT=15:00
Cloud Cover (eights) and Cloud Base
2016-12-24
15:00
300-600 m 8/8 8/8 cb --2016-12-24 12:00
300- 600 m 8/8 8/8 cb --2016-12-24 09:00
600-1000 m 8/8 8/8 cu ---

Above Duhok the cloud of region 2
are (Ns) cloud type from the visible
image that looks medium to bright
gray and a wide band of cloud, while

the infrared image is medium gray to
white as can be seen from the surface
weather forecast for Duhok in
24/12/2016, show Table 6.

Table 6: The weather forecast for Duhok.
2016-12-24 15:00
600- 1000 m 8/8 7/8 St Ns2016-12-24 12:00
600- 1000 m 8/8 6/8 St Ns2016-12-24 09:00
600- 1000 m 8/8 6/8 St Ns-

The cloud area 3, the cloud types
over Kirkuk is Cu, in the visible image
it looks Light gray to white and a wide
band of cloud, and then the infrared

image its look Medium to light gray.
As can be seen from the weather
forecast in Kirkuk in 24/12/2016, show
Table 7.

Table 7: Surface weather forecast for Kirkuk.
Local Time
Cloud Cover (eights)
12:00 GMT = 15:00
And Cloud Base
2016-12-24 15:00
600 – 1000 m 8/8 8/8 Cu - 2016-12-24 12:00
600 – 1000 m 8/8 4/8 St Ns Cs
2016-12-24 09:00
600 – 1000 m 8/8 8/8 Cu - -

In the visible image shows the (Cu)
cloud type that is located in the cloud
area 4, which has the characteristics
such as Light gray to white cloud, and

the infrared image, gives Medium to
light gray cloud. As can be seen from
the weather forecast for Haditha in
24/12/2016, show Table 8.

Table 8: Surface weather forecast for Haditha.
Local Time
Cloud Cover (eights)
12:00 GMT = 15 :00
And Cloud Base
2016-12-24 15:00
1000 – 1500 m 8/8 8/8 Cu - 2016-12-24 12:00
1000 – 1500 m 8/8 8/8 Cu - 2016-12-24 09:00
600 – 1000 m 8/8 8/8 Cu - -

The altocumulus cloud type over
Basra is located in the cloud area 5,
that is identified by the visible image,
which looks like thin, medium to light
gray cloud, and the appearance of

cloud as Medium gray by the infrared
image. As can be seen from the
weather forecast for Basra in
24/12/2016, show Table 9.
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Table 9: Surface weather forecast for Basra.
Local Time
Cloud Base
Cloud Cover
12:00 GMT =15:00
total
low
low
2016-12-24 15:00
 2500
5/8
3/8
m
2016-12-24 09:00
 2500
5/8
0/8
m
2016-12-24 03:00
0/8
0/8
-

Genus
middle
Ac

high
Ci

-

Ci

-

-

each will react differently. Knowing
the temperature of the cloud (weather a
cold, icy cloud, or a warmer, wet
cloud) and the changes in the cloud
phase can provide information on the
height and type of clouds. The MODIS
Cloud Top Pressure layer indicates the
pressure at the top of the clouds
measured in hectopascal (hPa). Cloud
Top Pressure gives information about
the highest altitude the cloud, and the
layer is useful for identifying
convective clouds - tall clouds that
produce thunderstorms. Generally,
altitude increase as the pressure
decrease so, if the pressure low then
the cloud is tall. The cloud top
temperature top pressure and heights
indicates that clouds are cold and high,
the estimated height for most clouds
are 12000m (12km ) as shown in Figs.
12 and 13.

Interpretation the terra MODIS
atmospheric product technique
MODIS
atmospheric
products
provides full details about clouds using
different bands (visible, near infrared
and short waves infrared bands), terra
MODIS instrument imagery in 36
different bands (0.4µm to 14.4 µm).
These bands have spatial resolution of
(2 km, 1 km, 250 m). MODIS provides
images for Iraq at least two images a
day. The atmospheric products of
MODIS show the clouds top
temperature, cloud top pressure, cloud
optical thickness, cirrus reflectance,
cloud fraction, cloud effective radius
and multi-layer clouds. Each one of
these gives information on the type of
clouds. The MODIS Cloud Top
Temperature layer indicates the
atmospheric temperature at the top of
the clouds measured in Kelvin (K).
Clouds can contain ice or water and

a

b

Fig. 12: a) Cloud top pressure in blue color over most of Iraq cities which is (200 –
360) hpa (hectopascal), b) represent clouds top temperature in light blue and cyan (180 –
228) Kelvin.
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Fig.13: Indicate the height of cloud in purple color over middle and most of south Iraq
(12000 m) height.

The MODIS Cloud Optical
Thickness layer is a measure of the
amount of sunlight affected by
absorption and scattering when passing
through the clouds. Clouds scatter and
reflect most visible light. Hence it is
simultaneously retrieved with Cloud
Effective Radius by simultaneously
measuring the reflection function of a
non-absorbing and absorbing spectral
channel
(Visible/Near
Infrared)
(VNIR) and Shortwave Infrared
(SWIR), respectively) and comparing
the resulting measurements with
theoretical forward model calculations.
The MODIS Cloud Effective Radius
layer is a measure of cloud particle size
in microns (μm). It is retrieved
globally during day time for liquid and
ice phases. It is simultaneously
retrieved with Cloud Optical Thickness
by simultaneously measuring the
reflection function of a non-absorbing
and absorbing spectral channel
(Visible/Near Infrared (VIS/NIR) and
Shortwave
Infrared
(SWIR),
respectively) and comparing the
resulting
measurements
with
theoretical forward model calculations.
Generally, smaller the particle size,
brighter and more reflective is the
clouds. The smaller cloud particles
tend to reflect and scatter more

sunlight back into space. The MODIS
Cloud Fraction is a measure of the
percentage of Earth’s surface covered
by clouds. Cloud Fraction is important
in determining the amount of sunlight
that reaches the Earth’s surface, the
amount of sunlight reflected back into
space, and the amount of heat escaping
from the surface and atmosphere back
into space. Clouds play a very
important role in the Earth’s energy
budget and climate system. The
MODIS Cloud Fraction layer indicates
the fraction of pixels within a 25
square kilometer box (5 x 5 1 km
pixels) that are determined to be
confident or probably cloudy by the
MOD/MYD 35 1km x 1km Cloud
Mask. The MODIS Water Vapor layer
shows the total amount of water vapor
in a 5 km by 5 km column of the
atmosphere, measured in centimeters
(cm). Water cycles through the earth’s
atmosphere in three states: solid (ice),
liquid (rain drops), gas (water vapor).
Monitoring water vapor is useful as it
influences weather patterns.
The cloud optical thickness, effective
radius, water vapor and cloud fraction
indicates that’s cloud are thick,
evaporate and large clouds (convective
clouds) as shown in Fig. 14.
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(a)

(b)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 14: a) Illustration, cloud effective radius, b) the thickness of clouds in both layers band
7 (2.1 μm ) were used, c) represent the cloud fraction, d) show how much water vapor over
Iraq.

From the terra atmospheric products
one can conclude that cloud over Iraq
especially over Baghdad are cold, high,
large, evaporate and thick (convective
clouds), after comparing between the
result of this technique with the
(visible and infrared satellite images
method), one can see the results are the
same which indicate the precise and
accurate of the method.

Conclusion
1- The dark cloud color in visible
image is thin cloud, while bright white
visible image is thick clouds.
2- The dark cloud color in infrared
imagery is warm clouds (low cloud),
while bright color is a cold cloud (high
cloud).
3- The dark color in a water vapor
image indicates regions with low
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moisture, while bright color represents
regions with moisture.
4- Fog is hard to detect by infrared
images and the infrared images will
detect the temperature from both
ground and low cloud.
5- Finding many cloud types over Iraq
and other regions, detect by both
infrared and visible satellite images,
chart in table 10 represents the clouds

types and how they look like in both
infrared and visible satellite images.
6- The results from the (the terra modis
atmospheric products technique) are
the same for the using of (visible and
infrared satellite images method)
which is cold, high, large, evaporate
and thick (convective cloud), this
indicate the precise and accurate of the
method.

Table 10: The brightness of the clouds in visible and infrared satellite images.
Content
Base height
Characteristic
Color or tone
Color or tone IR
above
shape on satellite
visible satellite
satellite
ground
image
Cirrus
Ice
20000 to
Thin wispy or
Light gray or
White
40000ft
smooth ground
white but thin
usually visible
Cirrostratus
Ice
15000 to
Thin veil or sheet
Light gray or
Light gray or white
30000ft
like
white
Cirrocumulus
Ice
15000 to
Thin patches
Light gray or
Light gray or white
30000ft
white
Altostratus
Water and
6500 to
Smooth layered
Medium to light
Medium gray
ice
15000ft
cloud but edges
gray
maybe ragged
Altocumulus
Water and
6500 to
Smooth layered
Medium to light
Medium gray
ice
15000ft
cloud but edges
gray
maybe ragged
Stratocumulus
Water(ice 1500 to 6500
Lumby/cellular
Medium to light
Dark to medium
in winter)
ft
maybe in lines or
gray
gray .sometimes
groups with edges
poor contrast
touching
between land and
cloud
Cumulus
Water may
<6500 ft
Lumby/bumby
Light gray to
Medium to light
have ice
individual elements
white
gray
visible
Cumulonimbus Water and <6500 ft but
Globular or carrot
Bright white
Bright white
ice
tops can
shaped bumby.
grow to
Maybe in lines and
>50000 ft
cast shadows
Nimbostratus
Water and
6500 ft or
Large area of
Medium to
Medium gray to
ice
less but
smooth clouds with
bright gray
white
layered up to
striations
20000 ft
Stratus (and
Water (and
<3000 ft
Smooth.shaped
Medium gray to
Dark to medium.
fog)
ice in
frequently defined white depending
Frequently poor
winter )
by topography
upon cloud
contrast between
thickness
cloud and use visible
to help when
available
Cloud type
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